In this paper, a semi-blind time domain equalization technique is proposed for general MIMO-OFDM systems. The received OFDM symbols are shifted by more than or equal to the cyclic prefix length and a blind equalizer is designed to completely suppress both inter-carrier interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI) using second-order statistics of the shifted received OFDM symbols. Only a one-tap equalizer is needed to detect the time domain signals from the blind equalizer output with the aid of one pilot OFDM symbol. The technique is applicable irrespective of whether the cyclic prefix length is longer than, equal to, or shorter than the channel length. Computer simulations show that the proposed technique outperforms the existing ones and it is robust against the number of shifts in excess of the cyclic prefix length.
INTRODUCTION
With the potential for effective wireless communications, MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) -OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) system has attracted a lot of research interest in recent years [1] . In MIMO-OFDM systems over frequency selective fading channels, signal detection can be easily implemented by a set of parallel per-subcarrier one-tap equalizers when the cyclic prefix (CP) inserted at the beginning of each OFDM symbol is longer than or equal to the channel length. However, in cases where short CP is inserted for the purpose of increasing bandwidth efficiency, or because of some unforeseen channel behavior, the CP length might be shorter than the channel length. In this case, the orthogonal property of subcarriers will be destroyed and inter-carrier interference (ICI) and intersymbol interference (ISI) will be introduced. Equalization techniques which could flexibly detect the signals in both cases are thus important in MIMO-OFDM systems.
The issue of equalization for MIMO-OFDM systems has been widely discussed in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In general, there are three categories of equalization techniques. The first one is frequency domain technique [2] which has high design complexity and large memory requirement. The second technique is time-frequency domain equalization with channel shortening [3, 4] , where residual ICI and ISI are introduced and thus limit the performance. Moreover, this technique is sensitive to parameters including the channel shortening equalizer length and the delay [3, 5] [0] si, [1] si, [ Each OFDM symbol is then simultaneously transmitted over quasi-static frequency selective fading MIMO channels. Generally, the frequency selective fading channel is modeled as a L -tap FIR filter so that the M x 1 sampled received signal vector in the i th received OFDM symbol is written as
where hp(/) is an Mx 1 channel response vector; wj [n] [6] , the CP is not discarded and N' sampled received signal vectors are collected at the receiver as 
where jK is an N'XN' matrix with the same structure as the matrix jK From (9), it is observed that the noise variance &'
is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix Ry(0) [1] . Therefore, it could be estimated from Ry (0) and the noise effect could be eliminated from the auto-correlation matrices (9) (1 1).
Consequently, the auto-correlation matrices without noise Compare the structures of the auto-correlation matrices in (12)- (14) with that of single-carrier MIMO systems in [7] , it is easily seen that they are similar. It follows that the equalization method based on the auto-correlation matrices for single-carrier MIMO systems in [7] can be readily applied here. Using (12)- (14), an equalizer is thus designed for ICI and ISI cancellation as GK UK UK+1 (15) where UK =Ry(-K)Ry(O) Ry(K)Ry(O)# Using (4) and (12)- (14), the matrix UK is equivalent to (4) and (17), it is easy to obtain the equalizer output as 
Obviously, only one sampled transmitted signal s,p[N'-1-k-K] from each transmit antenna remains at the equalizer output. It turns out that both the ICI and ISI are completely eliminated. This is in contrast with the time domain statistics-based technique [6] in which two sampled transmitted signals from each transmit antenna remain and only partial ICI and ISI cancellation is achieved in the first step of equalization. From the derivation of the blind equalizer, it is apparent that there is no restriction between the channel length L and the CP length LP It means that the blind equalization is applicable to general MIMO-OFDM systems irrespective of whether the CP length is longer than, equal to, or shorter than the channel length. A.
The case with L < L,, In this case, the effect of frequency selective fading can be completely eliminated by the standard OFDM technique, and the signals can be recovered by a one-tap frequency domain equalizer for each subcarrier. Fig. 1 Since the channel length is longer than the CP length, the effect of frequency selective fading cannot be completely eliminated by the standard OFDM technique and ICI and ISI are introduced. For comparison, the time-frequency domain equalization technique with channel shortening [4] and the time domain statistics-based technique [6] are also implemented. Results are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that knowledge of the channel responses is assumed exactly known in [4] and two pilot OFDM symbols are utilized in [6] .
It is obvious that the proposed technique outperforms the time-frequency domain technique with channel shortening [4] . Compared with the time domain statistics-based technique [6] , the performance of the two techniques are close when SNR < 11dB, while the performance of the proposed technique is far superior to that of the time domain statistics-based technique when SNR > 11dB C.
The effect ofthe parameter K In the proposed technique, only one parameter K which represents the number of shifts in excess of the CP length can be varied. It is set from 0 to Lcp= 8 to test its effect on the proposed technique. In the simulation, the case where L > Lcp is considered as an example. Results are shown in Fig. 3 . It is obvious that the performance of the proposed technique is insensitive to the parameter K. This is an advantage over the time-frequency domain techniques which are sensitive to a number of parameters such as the channel shortening equalizer length and the delay.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a semi-blind time domain equalization technique has been proposed for general MIMO-OFDM systems irrespective of whether the CP length is longer than/equal to or shorter than the channel length. A blind equalizer has been designed using the SOS of the received OFDM symbols shifted by more than or equal to the CP length to completely suppress both ICI and ISI. The time domain signals are then detected from the blind equalizer output with the aid of only one pilot OFDM symbol. Unlike the existing time-frequency domain and time domain statistics-based techniques, the proposed technique can completely suppress ICI and ISI and is robust against the number of shifts in excess of the CP length. Simulations have demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed technique. 
